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Actions speak louder than words’

Gersham Bulkeley, 1692
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Motion minimises the time to traverse A  C  B

Heron of  Alexandria, 1st century BC 

He thought the speed was infinite



The Least Time Path



n = sin(θ1)/sin(θ2) = (speed in medium 1)/(speed in medium 2)

n is called the ‘refractive index’

 is the least time path for the light ray

The Refraction of  Light – Snell’s Law



Refraction minimizes light-travel time
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Min time: dT/dx = 0  n1x(x2 + h1
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n1 sin1 =  n2 sin2
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Ray Tracing

Crown angle varies from 30 to 40. 

Pavilion angle 40.7.

Crown angle 35. 

Pavilion angle varies from 36 to 

46.

Crown angle varies from 31.25 to 37.75.

Pavilion angle varies from 39.15 to 41.85. 

Direct dependence.

Crown angle varies from 31.2 to 37.8.

Pavilion angle varies from 41.25 to 

39.75.

Inverse dependence

(OctoNus-MSU line).

OctNus: Sergey Sivovolenko, 

Yuri Shelementiev (2002)

Varying Crown and Pavilion Angles



Pierre-Louis de Maupertius (1698-1759)

 1741-6: minimum principles for the motion of masses and 

the refraction of light

 A principle of ‘economy’ in the construction of the universe

 Fermat, Maupertuis, Euler, Lagrange, and Hamilton

 Maupertuis wanted to counter critics of Leibniz’s ‘best of all 

possible worlds’ philosophy by providing examples of other 

‘possible worlds’ and a definition of what was meant by 

‘best’.  So he invented the Least Action Principle to silence 

the critics.



The Earth is Oblate

 In 1736 Maupertuis  led an expedition, sent by Louis 

XV, to Lapland to confirm the Earth was an oblate 

spheroid as Newton’s theory of gravity implied – not 

prolate as Jacques Cassini claimed from astronomical 

measurements.

yes no

CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=66482



Newtonian Mechanics – the old way



A New Perspective on Motion



Defining the ‘Action’

S = 0



A Proof of this…



The Proof continues…



The Proof concludes





Example 1: free particle motion



Example 2: Motion in uniform gravity



Lagrange’s equations in general



Like our calculation of  the special case



Example 3: Double Pendulum

Makes analysis much easier!



Noether’s Theorem (1915)

Invariance of  the Lagrangian  conservation laws

No explicit dependence of  L on t 

Time translation invariant                    energy conserved

No dependence of  L on direction   angular momentum conserved

L is position invariant                               momentum is conserved

No preferred time, place or direction means 

Conservation of  energy, momentum and angular momentum

If  a system has a continuous symmetry then there must be conserved quantities



Paths on Curved Surfaces

Crucial for finding equations of  motion

in general relativity where space and time 

are curved by the presence of  mass-energy



Why use an Action approach?



An Action to unify all of physics?!



Seeking out the paths?



Feynman’s Path Integral



Evaluating the Path Integral



Feynman’s sum over histories

 ‘Thirty-one years ago [in 1949], Dick Feynman told me about his 

"sum over histories" version of quantum mechanics. "The 

electron does anything it likes," he said. "It just goes in any 

direction at any speed, forward or backward in time, however it 

likes, and then you add up the amplitudes and it gives you the 

wave function." I said to him, "You're crazy." But he wasn't.’

--Freeman J. Dyson, 1980.



A path-integral formulation of your life!

Duncan O’Dell



Further reading
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